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Abstract 
The article presents the contemporary philosophical version of such a phenomenon as “fashion” and deals with the problem of 
the new notion of a methodological basis for this investigation. It is established that the modern view of fashion includes the 
reception of ideas connected with social theory, psychoanalysis and semiotics. At the center of discussion is fashion as a subject 
of speech, desire and consumption. 
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1. Introduction 
The potential provided by the modern theming in fashion is impressive. Epistemological reception of fashion in 
its historical movement, social, cultural, aesthetic and philosophical transformations take into account the special 
status of this institution. Due to this, fashion has outlets in sociology, ideology and history. Fashion traditionally 
exists at the intersection of art, consumption, economics and politics. It articulates social and historical dynamics, 
serving as social labeling and identification. In addition, the current phase of the history of fashion actively brings it 
closer to the values of mass society and mass taste. Therefore, questions of genesis, morphology, structural typology 
and institutionalization of fashion are the subject of many descriptions and conceptualizations: sociological, 
economic, social, psychological, historical and cultural. By now, interdisciplinary studies are a natural requirement 
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in fashion studies. The latter is also true in philosophical knowledge, which is represented by different spheres and 
often competitive research horizons. 
Choosing from a variety of methodological approaches and optician, let us ask the question: What happens when 
fashion will be in the focus of current discussions by social theory, semiotics and the philosophy of the unconscious? 
What if these methodological strategies will be used at the same time? 
2. Fashionable subject and its fantasy: a sign of desire consumption 
2.1. Semiotics as a paradigm of fashion analysts 
Fashion has been at the heart of semiotic research since 1967, when R.Barthes published his «Le system de la 
mode» (Barthes, 1993-1995). As is known, R.Barthes preferred the concept of semiotics rather than the term 
"semiology" as the science of the rules and principles of the text called trans-linguistics. These designations overlap 
with the opposite Saussurian linguistics of language and linguistics of speech, but also refer to the notion of 
M.Bachtin’s metalinguistics. The stated line in the presentation of fashion as a specific type –in fact, as a specially 
socialized and politicized subject, as a secondary non-verbal code involved in communication – has supported the 
work of the authors who had more or less departed from classical ("scientific") structuralism and the computable of 
the post-structuralism philosophy department. 
This series was marked bythe works of J.Baudrillard (1968; 1972; 1976), partly - P.Bourdieu (1975), 
P.Dumouchel and J.-P.Dupuy (1979), and G.Lipovetsky (1987; 1993). However, all of these traditions in the 
presentation and theming of fashion have no longer call themselves semiological, which indirectly indicates a 
depletion of semiological potential. However, the possibilities of semiology as an independent representation 
paradigm and methodology of study have not been exhausted, as, for example, shown by the project of A.J. 
Greimasand A.J.Fontanille(1991). 
2.2. The philosophy of language and modern social theory in the representation of the subject of fashion analysts 
Semiotics as methodology in fashion studies have early found the intersection of fashion with the postulates of 
social theory. It also considers fashion as praxis, as a special linguistic expression. A distinctive feature of this 
specific methodological "overlay" is becoming a fashion sense as an independent discourse, e.g. statements 
language, which is oriented, first of all, on the uniqueness and the newsworthiness of happening. An importantfact is 
that the subject of fashion statements is correlated not only with the transcendental component of the fashion plate 
(quite possibly in a legible form, it does not exist), but with its historically mobile and changing component (in the 
case of fashion, "materiality" looks almost literally). It is the latter, according to Ju.Kristeva (1969), thatis 
responsible for creating and maintaining successful communication. Ultimately, communicative activity of a 
fashionable subject boils down to add a known structure in the segmentedrandomly decorated social space. From the 
standpoint of semiotics this new structure in communications: 1) firstly, is represented as subsequence and regularity 
that meaning and supplementing tokens discontinues and deficits 2) Secondly, it is open to analysis. This fact 
contributes tracing the ways of representation of a subject in a broad fashion referential field of culture and sociality. 
The subjectivity itselfis manifested as the effect of the connotative meanings that are formed by special action areas 
of the events. This event is actually a fashionable statement. 
Modern social philosophy is interested in the topic of a subject for the reason that the model of post-classical 
philosophy of subjectivity focuses on pre-understanding and pre-disposed human being-with-others nature to the 
world. A hermeneutical project is indeed indicative. Thus, according to H.G. Gadamer a language acts as an actual 
analogue of the existential a priori (1980). Communication skills, in essence, declared transcendental conditions of 
understanding. The subject of the hermeneutic experience demonstrates the historically conditioned type of 
consciousness. Action of subjectivity interpreted in the spirit of new "historical" transcendentalism opens the 
possibility of additional theming. We are talking about the showing (description) of the subject in not only a format 
of awareness, but also language, physicality and practice. The order of the actual socio-philosophical questioning 
about the subject exploits this factuality, and discussion about public agents in the framework of modern social 
theory is often reduced to the problem of the genesis of diverse identities. Fashion in this series holds a special place. 
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2.3. Social Theory and Psychoanalysis: the question of the cynical subject 
The psychoanalytic concept of "unconscious" refers to an instance, in relation to which the subject acts as a 
secondary body. This thesis has outputs both in the philosophy of mind, and in the sphere of conceptualizations 
about the social. Unconscious: 1) organizes the mode of "internal" (mental), but, what is more important, 2) it 
appears as an external procedure: the natural and social worlds. Actually, social philosophy rarely exploits this 
concept: the unconscious is firmly associated with the "naturalistic" representation of S. Freud and C.G. Jung on the 
affective and anarchy organization of individuals’ inner life. The "unconscious" of social discourse prefers the notion 
of symbolic reality, for which we owe to J. Lacan (1973) and P. Bourdieu (1979). The productive nature of the 
Lacanian unconscious manifests itself in the production of the differences that constitute the objects of desire and 
aspirations. 
Likening the unconscious to a language, the organization of cultural to the symbolic universe, let us talk about 
anonymity in the production of social structure. Often,the meanings of the praxis or social experience arise as an 
effect of the meaning game. So, no longer equating fashion with functional history of costume it is easy to see that a 
change of fashionable image is often supported not only by some urgent necessity, but also common sense and 
simply good taste. This issue, by all indications, is random. For example, G. Lipovetsky, characterizing fashion in 
terms of its inherent potential parody, writes: "The imperative of fashion is not to tell tales or to inspire dreams, but 
to make changes, changes for the sake of change (my italics); so fashion exists only because of this continuous 
process of shape changes»(Lipovetsky, 1993: 214). In other words, such an accident in its final expression in the 
form of the most fashionable newsworthiness is not random in terms of the regularity of changing of fashion 
coordinates. In turn, a "fashion event" is responsible for the production of new singularities, among which we 
include a trendy subjectand mind, showing validity of intentional experience. What is this experience? In other 
words, what has fashion consciousness to do withtransformation of a modern individual? 
It is impossible to tear discourse away from the subject and reactive agent that act in the given circumstances in 
the social field and social code. Two expressive plans of social and psychodynamicsare working as a whole. We 
point to a number of factors that contribute to the reconciliation of the horizons of the "social" and "mental" in the 
subject of the representation of the fashion statements. 
Firstly, the social communication of late capitalism had decisively directed the strategy of consumption. 
Consumption itself acquired the features of a social institution. This means that it is the essence of the attitude. This 
attitude is to: a) a thingcome to the perception of the subject; b) between the subjects that possess things; and c) the 
subject to himself. 
Application of the first type of symbolic relations to the area of meanings means the subject of consumption is not 
so much interested in single access to the object, but in desire for new objects and related experiences. As a result, 
the installation of a consumer’s shows no affection for any one specific thing. Rather, it is the intention to accelerate 
the flow of impressions, each of which is equally important and equally indifferent. So, a modern individual is the 
last link, the result of the implementation of the consumer’s strategy in the structure of his experience. We intend to 
designate this strategy as "cynical." 
The second thing that should be pointed out is related to the concept of the mode of power in a consumer’s 
society. “Power is no longer forcing. It seduces” -the well-known thesis of J.Baudrillard (1979). With regard to the 
history of fashion, temptation becomes a producing principle. On the one hand, it serves as the ideology of 
consumption, placing within the boundaries of the social field of active promoter of "trendy" lifestyle. On the other, 
forced consumption takes the form of fun, creating an appropriate fantasm. Associated with pleasure, the coercion 
perceived by an individual as his own desire. 
Combining the context of "consumer" and "imagination" in relation to fashion is reflected in the research 
literature. The works of J.Baudrillard (1968; 1970; 1976), D. Haineault and J.-Y. Roy (1984) generated an idea that 
fashionableorganizationis planned in advance, and the event is made for fun. Funbecomes a main subjective value. 
In fact, the "natural" order of things puts the pleasure principle in dependence on the reality principle: we pursue 
the goal; a feeling of satisfaction becomes a side effect of its achieving. However, in a situation of hypostatization 
pleasure there is a legitimate question: what is happening with the reality that is for an individual, in fact, gone by 
the wayside? Social philosophy, referred to the notion of symbolic reality, considering the circulation of social signs 
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as something self-sufficient (J. Baudrillard, P. Bourdieu). Sociality, articulated as a game of heterogeneous 
signifiers, affects the understanding of all social institutionswithout exception: society produces signs; society 
exchanges among other signs; societyconsumes signs. The serious accelerationof the social mode of existence 
becomes a major step towards the functioning of social meaning without a referent. Denotation does not disappear 
physically. Rather, it ceases to mean something. The reason is the rapid increase of the information flow for the 
tracking of which an individual empirically does not keep pace. If a sign becomes the message of the "matter" then 
we simply do not have enough time to transcript it. The effect of referential content is just beginning to create iconic 
repetitions. As a result,involvement in the"fashionable" event seriesbecomes the decisive factor for the subject of the 
fashion history. The main value is that fashion images change, creating a "presence effect", the importance of 
intentional experience of co-participation in the event, allowing a subject to experience the pleasure of being 
involved again and again. 
Congestion of consciousness with signs sets the ambivalent structure of reality perception. The selectivity of 
consciousness, its reflexivity areblocked with inability to distance themselves from information oversaturation of 
modern social space. Therefore, this mental organizationessential for this peculiar passive individualis a reaction 
formation as a response to a social call. At the same time, it is the special nature of self-perception. The duality of 
mental structure inherent to a subject of the consumer’s society is described in the literature in terms of "narcissistic" 
(G.Lipovetsky (1993)) and "cynical" (P.Sloterdajk (1983)) and the modes of internal organization, as well as the 
specific "loss of loss" (Ju.Butler (1997)). 
Trendy fantasm is a change in the experience of the individual components aimed at the pleasure andisperceived 
by a subject as its own stand-alone option. While the trajectory of his desire is already submitted to external 
compulsion and internalized in the structure of emotional attachment. This is anultimate and every second desire of 
confirmation of a subject’sown presence in the external social order. However, it is accompanied by the desire of 
another kind: to express themselves as freely as possible, i.e., indefinitely. Recognition of non-freedom, in fact, the 
strain of his own psychic structure, is unbearable for a cynical subject. Again, here he relies on existing, proven 
mechanisms of culture, working towards masking the deficit in the subject. It is peculiar socio-cultural matrices 
formatting the subjectivity by tabooinghis ownlack of freedom as anextremity. The fashion is one of such effective 
advocates of symbolic formations. In particular, as shown by J.Baudrillard, the fashion symbolically censors and 
discriminates the phenomenon of death (Baudrillard, 1976), which is such a painful reality for any subject, and for 
the subject of consumption –twice painful. 
3. Conclusion 
1. So, putting fashion in the center of the discussion of social theory, psychoanalysis and the philosophy of 
language, we have created the problem field for the "seizure" of identity in new conditions. 
2. Cynicism becomes a generating scheme of the modern world. The cynical perception is hardenedin the mode 
of physics installation and becomes a structure of the life-world. A cynical person takes refuge in various parts of 
the social, but the easiest way to detect him is to look at where the imperious compulsion is disguised as its opposite. 
Where it declares itself as the visibility of voluntary and stakeholder participation.Fashion, in this respect, has 
shown a willingness to cooperate. Fashion providesa possibility to convincingly approve oneself: the symbolic 
horizon of the fashion consciousness and subordinates an individual, but it also leads him into action. 
3.The institution of consumption is so imperious intervention in the social sphere of privacy that a subject is able 
to protect himself only by shiftingthe authoritative affectinto a source of fun. The culture and ideology of 
consumption, which have many points of intersection with fashion, supplying fashionable subjects with worthy 
goals.The symbolic (sign) nature of consumption guranteedly allows a subject of fashion to implement a strategy of 
self-preservation by the perfect match semantic horizons of the social field and their own "I". In this respect, the 
operating of a subjecthimself as a fashion sign is often seen as the last bastion of personal identity. 
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